
 

CKDQL5545G/CKDSC4525L Automatic Box Heat Shrink 
Wrapping Machine 
 

 
 
This High Speed Box Shrink Wrapping Machine is widely used in foodstuff, drinks, printing, 
pharmaceutical, floor, hardware and other industries shrink packaging for packaging perfume box, 
cigarette box, detergent box, tea box, gift box, electrical box, milk box, book, notebook, phone box, 
etc. It is suitable for POF and PVC etc packaging material. 
 
Features: 

 
1. The sealing knife adopts copper alloy sprayed with Teflon, it won't stick film, sealing fastness, 
without smoke, non-pollution. Horizontal and vertical sealing knife adopt whole connecting without 
gap, the film won't break. Sealing frame adopts high quality alloy steel, the sealing quality is stable, 
frame difficult to be damaged.  
2. The machine has entire automatic system, it equipped with sensors can reach high speed 
automatic working. 
3. It is convenient to adjust according to different sizes products, just adjust the handle wheel can 
reach it, operation is easy. 
4. It can be connected with production 
5. It has protection function to avoid sealing product wrong and ensure the safety of operator 
 
Characteristic: 

 
1. It adopts Schneider AC contactor, high-power Solid state booster and intelligent temperature 
controller to make temperature system more accurate, prolong the working life.  
2. It adopts solid roller conveyor, the rollers wrapped with high temperature silica gel tube. It can 
stand heavy product and difficult abraded (you can choose net type conveyor). 
3. It adopts high-power fan motor to ensure enough strong wind to reach perfect packing effect.  
4. Inside wall adopts stainless steel, it has fast temperature transfer, even heating, low energy 
consumption, long working life characteristics. 
5. It is with visible window, can see what's going on inside. 
 



 
Technical Data 

 

Model CKDQL5545G CKDSC4525L 

Max packing size(mm) L+2H≤550, W+2H≤450, H<130 W450×H250 

Max sealing size(mm) L550×W450 / 

Power(KW) 1.30 9 

Capacity 0-24m/min 0-16m/min 

Voltage 220V 50/60HZ 380V 50/60HZ 

Sealing temperature 
180℃—250℃ depends on thickness of film 

and environment temperature 

 Thickness of film(mm) 0.015-0.10 

Air pressure(Kg/cm2)  5 

Packing material POF PVC 

Machine weight(㎏) 320 220 

Machine size (mm) L1700×W900×H1400 L1800×W703×H1260 

 


